Paul
from Germany

Home Life:

I live with my mother, and father.

Interest & Achievements:

I enjoy fitness, watching sports and tv, and hanging out with friends.

All about Paul:
My name is Paul and I am 15 years old. I live in Germany. There are a
couple of reasons to do a high school year. First, I want to get to know
to the American culture. Secondly, I want to go to the American high
school and see how the school life is. Last, I want to improve my English
and speak fluently after the year, and I hope I built up my international
network.

Age (as of August): 15
Gender: Male
Grade: 			10th
GPA: 				A
English Test (ELTiS):		
Native Language:		
German
Other Languages:		
French
Religion:			 None
Allergies?			
Dietary Restrictions?
Can Live with Pets?		
Double Placement?		
Single Adult Host?		

None
None
Yes
Yes
Yes

If I had to characterize myself, I would describe me as a really open,
humorous and positive person. In my class I am the class representative
this means I solve problems in the class as well as I create a pleasant atmosphere. During the week, I spend the most time on doing sport. I play
tennis since I am 5 years old and it still makes a lot of fun. I often play
with my brother when it is possible. Actually, I am doing boxing because
of the body condition you gain there.
The time which remains, I use for doing homework or learning for a class
test. However, the weekend is like a break for me. I relax and watch movies, series or sports. I love to watch American sport, especially American
football. Therefore, I would love to play American football. In summertime, I often go to the Baltic Sea with my parents to our weekend cottage.
In school I am really interested in History and scientific subjects such as
Biology or Chemistry. History is interesting due to the fact that you talk
about important events which also affect us today and the future. I like
sciences, because they explain you how things like the body work. I love
to experiment. I am looking forward to getting to know you.

INTERESTED IN HOSTING PAUL?

info@highschoolintheusa.com
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